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Chapter 3 

Reinforcement Learning 

In the previous chapter we showed how dynamic programming can be used to compute optimal 
policies for Markov decision problems. Although dynamic programming techniques are useful 
for solving a wide range of problems, they need a world model consisting of the reward and 
transition functions of the Markov decision problem as input. Since for real world tasks, world 
models are not a priori available, they have to be developed first. Engineering a model is not 
an easy task however: many interesting problems are very messy (complex and unspecified) 
(Vennix, 1996), and modeling them is a very complex and time consuming process. For most 
complex problems a complete model is not even needed, since it is unlikely that the agent 
(policy) will traverse all states — the agent's subjective world is only an approximation of 
the objective world. 

R e i n f o r c e m e n t Learning . Reinforcement learning (RL) provides us with a framework 
for training an agent by exploring an environment and learning from the outcomes of such 
trials (Samuel, 1959; Sutton, 1988). In reinforcement learning problems, an agent receives 
input from the environment, selects and executes an action, and receives reward which tells 
how good its last action was. The goal of the agent is to select in each state the action 
which leads to the largest future discounted cumulative rewards. To solve this, RL methods 
(Watkins, 1989; Bertsekas and Tsitsiklis, 1996; Kaelbling et al., 1996) try out different action 
sequences and learn how much long term reinforcement the agent receives on average by 
selecting a particular action in a particular state. These estimated values are stored in the 
Q-function which is used by the policy to select an action. 

Direc t v s . Indirect R L . This chapter describes direct RL methods which learn the Q-
function directly from experienced interactions with the world. Direct methods are opposed 
to indirect RL approaches, which first estimate a world model from the experiences and then 
use DP-like methods to compute the Q-function using the imperfectly estimated model. This 
type of model-based approaches will be discussed in the following chapter. 

TD(A) and Q-learning. In the next sections, we will describe the most important RL 
methods: TD(A) methods (Sutton, 1988) and Q-learning (Watkins, 1989). These methods are 
driven by the error or difference between temporally successive predictions or Q-values. There 
have been some successful applications of these methods: Tesauro showed impressive results 
with TD-methods by designing TD-Gammon, a program which learned to play backgammon 
by self-play (Tesauro, 1992). For the knowledge representation he used a feedforward neural 
network, which was able to generalize well, given the facts that there are about 10 different 
backgammon positions and that the program reached human expert level after about 300,000 
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28 CHAPTER 3. REINFORCEMENT LEARNING 

training games. Other successful applications of RL to complex problems were done by Zhang 
who used TD(A) with time-delay neural networks (LeCun et al., 1989) for iteratively repairing 
job-shop schedules (Zhang and Liu, 1996), and by Crites who used a team of Q-learning agents 
to train a neural network for controlling multiple elevators in a simulated environment (Crites 
and Barto, 1996). 

O u t l i n e . Section 3.1 describes the principles of RL. Section 3.2 describes TD(A) methods 
(Sutton, 1988). It describes the distinctions between two existing algorithms for dealing with 
eligibility traces; replacing and accumulating traces (Singh and Sutton, 1996). Section 3.3 
describes Q-Learning (Watkins, 1989), and Section 3.4 describes Q(A)-learning (Peng and 
Williams, 1996) which combines Q-learning and TD-learning. In Section 3.5, we introduce a 
more efficient online Q(A) algorithm (Wiering and Schmidhuber, 1998b), which improves the 
worst case update complexity for online Q(A)-learning from Od^H-A]) to 0 ( | J 4 | ) where \S\ is 
the number of states, and \A\ the number of actions.1 In Section 3.6, we present Team TD(A), 
a novel idea for combining trajectories generated by multiple agents, and we will also present 
the Team Q(A) algorithm which combines this idea with our Q(A) algorithm. In Section 3.7, 
we demonstrate the practical speed up of the novel online Q(A) algorithm by comparing it to 
the previous one discussed in (Peng and Williams, 1996) on experiments with 100 x 100 mazes. 
Then we also show experimental results with the replace and accumulate traces algorithms, 
and with our Team Q(A) algorithm. In Section 3.8, we finish with a short conclusion. 

3.1 Principles of Algorithms 

In reinforcement learning we have an agent and an environment, and we want to iteratively 
improve the agent's policy by letting it learn from its own experiences. This is done by 
testing the policy in the environment, i.e. we let the agent execute its behavior and observe 
which actions it executes in which states and where it obtains rewards or punishments. Using 
such experiences consisting of input, action and received reward, we adjust the agent's policy. 
Testing the policy has to be done with care. If we would simply test policies by always 
(greedily) selecting the action with the largest value, the agent might repeat the same behavior 
trial after trial. Although we would perfectly learn the Q-function for this behavior, the agent 
would not be able to learn from (completely) distinct experiences which may change the 
value function and the policy.2 The reason why the agent might repeatedly select suboptimal 
actions is that alternative optimal actions may be underestimated due to the small number of 
experiences and unlucky results (biased in a negative way) when they were executed. Thus , 
we need a certain amount of exploration. 

E x p l o r a t i o n / E x p l o i t a t i o n . For reinforcement learning we must use exploration which 
exploits the policy but selects non-policy actions as well. If we repeatedly test all actions 
in all states, we get sufficient experiences to estimate the real evaluation of each action. 
Exploration actions aim at trying out new experiences which can be used to improve the 
policy and is opposed to exploiting actions which bring the agent more immediate reward. 
The exploration/exploitation dilemma (Thrun, 1992) is to find a strategy for choosing between 
exploration and greedy actions in order to achieve most reward in the long run and will be 

This algorithm can also be applied to implement an O( l ) algorithm for online TD(A) learning with a 
tabular representation of the value function. 

For stochastic environments the agent may learn from novel experiences, although for small noise values 
the probability distribution over trajectories is still very peaked towards the greedy trajectory. 
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the topic of Chapter 5. In this chapter we assume that there is a given exploration rule X 
which relies on the policy for choosing the action. The simplest rule, which we use in this 
chapter is the Max-random exploration rule which selects the greedy action with probability 
Pmax and selects a random action (all with equal probability) otherwise. 

Online v s . offline R L . We distinguish online RL and offline RL. Online RL updates 
modifiable parameters after each visit of a state. Offline RL delays updates until a trial is fin
ished, tha t is, until a goal has been reached or a t ime limit has expired. Without explicit trial 
boundaries offline RL does not make sense at all, because it would not be able to learn from 
the whole sequence. But even where applicable, offline RL tends to get outperformed by on
line RL which uses experience earlier and therefore more efficiently (Rummery and Niranjan, 
1994). Online RL's advantage can be huge. For instance, online methods that punish actions 
(to prevent repetitive selection of identical actions) can discover certain environments ' goal 
states in polynomial t ime (Koenig and Simmons, 1996), while offline RL requires exponential 
search time for them (Whitehead, 1992). 

Now we will focus on different methods for learning from experiences. A reinforcement 
learning agent starts in a specific starting state (s\) and repeats the following cycle throughout 
a trial: 

at = Choose an action with policy If and exploration rule X given St 

rt = Execute the selected action, and receive a scalar reward 

St+i = Observe the new state 
Il = Use the experience to update the policy 

The last step updates the policy after a new experience (a quadruple < st, at, rt, St+i > ) is 

known. 

3.1.1 Delayed Reward and Credit Ass ignment Prob lem 

Reinforcement learning algorithms have to be able to deal with delayed reward and the credit 
assignment problem. The problem of delayed reward is that the results of actions are often 
not immediately known, e.g. in some problems reward is only given after some goal has been 
reached. From this the problem of credit assignment follows: since we do not have a unique 
measure of goodness for each independent action, we have to split the final reward signal 
obtained by a whole sequence of actions in the contributions of single actions, and not all of 
them are likely to be equally responsible for the final outcome. For example if an agent follows 
a particular path and finally reaches a goal, it is not immediately clear which actions did and 
which actions did not bring the agent closer to the goal — see Figure 3.1. Even if there are 
many trajectories connecting a s tate and the goal, we cannot be sure which action is optimal 
in that state as long as the state is not connected to the goal by the optimal trajectory (which 
possibly consists of parts of all generated trajectories). 

3.1.2 Markov Property 

In this chapter we will assume that the environment is stationary, which means that the transi
tion and reward functions do not change with time. Furthermore, we assume that the Markov 
property holds. The Markov property requires that the rewards and probabilities of making 
transitions to next states after executing an action in a s tate are fully determined by the 
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GOAL 

START 

Figure 3.1: A trajectory going from the start to the goal state. Which actions brought the 

agent closer to the goal? 

current s ta te /act ion pair (SAP). More formally, this means that for all possible s ta te /ac t ion 
sequences the following equation holds: 

P{st+i = i\st,at) = P{st+\ = t | s i , a i , . . . ,st,at), 

where P(st+i = t|.) is the conditional probability of being in state i at time t + 1. 

3.2 TD(A) Learning 

Temporal difference (TD) learning (Sutton, 1988) can be applied for learning to predict the 
outcome/results of a stochastic process. 

P r e d i c t i o n p r o b l e m s . Suppose we observe a Markov chain (see Appendix A) which 
emits a reward on each transition and always reaches a terminal (e.g. goal) state. The 
goal of a prediction problem is to learn the expected total future cumulative reward from 
each state. More precisely, in prediction problems we receive training da ta in the form of 
histories (trajectories) of M trials Hi,... , H M consisting of sequences of state-reward pairs: 
Hi — {(si, ri), (s2, T2), • . . , (sjVi, T i ) } where St is the state at t ime t, ri is the emitted reward 
at time t and T; is the length of the ith trial. The goal is to learn the expected cumulative 
future rewards (value) V(s) for each state s £ S: 

T 

V(s)=E(Y,rt\st = s) 
i=t 

where T is a random variable denoting the trial length, and the expectation operator E 

accounts for the stochasticity of the process including different times of occurrence of the 
state. Note tha t a s tate can be visited zero, one or multiple times during a single trial. 

M o n t e Carlo sampl ing . We can learn about the outcomes of a Markov chain by using 
Monte Carlo (MC) sampling which uses multiple simulations of a random process to collect 
experimental data . Then we can compute the expected outcome by averaging the outcomes 
of the different independent trials. In what follows, rç'(s) will denote the indicator function 
which returns 1 if s occurred at time t in the ith trial, and 0 otherwise. We simply write 
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Tjf(s) if the trial number does not mat ter . In offline or batch-mode, MC sampling with the 
Widrow/Hoff algorithm (Widrow and Hoff, 1960) estimates the prediction V{s) of the future 
emitted rewards given tha t the process is currently in state s as follows: 

where we wrote rj to take the trial number (i) into account. We can also learn more incre
mentally (online) by updat ing the predictions after each trial. The online method learns to 
minimize the difference between the observed cumulative future reward in the current trial 
since state s was visited and the current prediction V(s).3 We minimize this difference by 
performing gradient descent on the squared error function E. We define the error of the visit 
of s at t ime step t, Et{s) as: 

1 T 

Et{s) = -=(V(s)-,£ri)
3\tt,ls)=1 

i=t 

To minimize this error, we first differentiate Et(s) with respect to V(s) 

dEAs) ,,T. , v ^ M 

dV(s) -t 

From this we construct the update rule which decreases this error using iterative steps with 
learning rate as. The learning rate influences the size of update steps and can be used to 
guarantee convergence. We will use as = 1/fc where k is the number of occurrences of s ta te 

T 
AV.(s) = -as(V(s)-Y^,n)W(s)=i 

i=t 

The problem of learning on the MC (Widrow/Hoff) estimates is tha t the variance in the 
updates can be large if the process is noisy, and therefore many trials are needed before the 
confidence intervals of the estimates become small (the variance goes down with the square-
root of the number of s ta te occurrences). The variance can be reduced by using information 
contained in the s tructure of the generated state sequence. E.g. suppose a visit of some s ta te 
is always followed by a visit of one particular state (which can also follow other states). When 
the first s tate is visited 10 times and the second 100 times, we could compute the first state 's 
value by using the value of the second state since our experiences tell us with certainty that 
we will make a transition to this state. .The second state 's estimate is computed over 100 
trials and thus a more reliable estimate than the MC estimate of the first s tate which is an 
average of the results of 10 trials. 

3 . 2 . 1 T e m p o r a l D i f f e r e n c e L e a r n i n g 

; can reduce the variance in the updates b; 
:thods do not only use future rewards, but 

3For online learning the values V(s) are initialized before learning to some value such as 0. 

We can reduce the variance in the updates by using temporal difference (TD) learning. T D 
methods do not only use future rewards, but also the current predictions of successive states 
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for updat ing state predictions. Temporal difference methods such as Q-learning and TD(A) 
methods enforce a time continuity assumption (Pineda, 1997): states which are visited in the 
same time interval should predict about the same outcomes.4 In essence, T D methods try to 
minimize the difference between predictions of successive time steps. 

TD(O) u p d a t i n g . Instead of adjusting a state 's prediction on the cumulative reward 
received during the entire future, we can also just learn to minimize the difference between 
the current s tate 's prediction and the reward which immediately follows the visit of the state 
plus the next s tate 's prediction. The TD(0) algorithm, which is by the way very similar to Q-
learning is exactly doing this. The learning algorithm uses temporal differences of successive 
state values to adapt the predictions. Let 's define V(s t ) ' s TD(0)-error e( as: 

et = (rt + V(st+1)-V(st)) (3.1) 

This can be simply used to adjust V(st): 

AV{st) =aStet 

TD(0) has the largest bias inside the TD-family, since the learning signal is very much cor
related with the current state. Its variance is small however, since in general we may expect 
to have only small TD(0) errors. Sutton showed (1988) that by repeatedly learning from 
sequences with TD(0) , the estimates asymptotically converge to the t rue expected outcome. 

T D ( A ) m e t h o d s . TD(A) methods are parameterized by a value A and although they use 
the entire future trajectory for updat ing state predictions, rewards and predictions further 
away in the future are weighted exponentially less according to their temporal distance by 
the parameter A. TD(A) methods have been proved to converge with probability 1 to the 
t rue prediction for all A (Dayan, 1992; Dayan and Sejnowski, 1994; Jaakkola et al., 1994; 
Tsitsiklis, 1994; Pineda, 1997) provided each state is visited by infinitely many trajectories 
and the learning rates diminish to zero at a suitable rate (see Appendix B). TD(A) uses 
A € [0,1] to discount TD-errors of future t ime steps. The TD(A)-error e^ is defined as: 

T-t 
ex

t = 5 3 A !e ( + i , and AV(st) = aSte$ (3.2) 
t=0 

where we use e j + ; as defined in equation 3.1. It is important to set the A parameter correctly 
for efficient learning, since it determines the tradeoff between the bias and the variance. If A 
is larger, the variance of update steps is larger since the cumulative rewards computed over 
many steps will generally occupy a much larger range of outcomes than single-step rewards 
and the values of successive states. 

The TD(A) errors above cannot be computed as long as TD(0) errors of future t ime steps 
are not known. We can compute them incrementally, however, by using eligibility traces 
(Barto et al., 1983; Sutton 1984; Sut ton 1988). 

Eligibi l i ty traces . Given a new observation, we can immediately update all predictions 
of states visited previously in the same trial. In Figure 3.2 we show an example of a simulated 
Markov chain. After each new visit of a state, a new TD(0)-error becomes known. The figure 
shows how these TD-errors are backpropagated to previous states. To memorize which states 

This time continuity assumption holds for Markov processes and follows from the rules of causality and 
the direction of time. For non-Markov processes, the assumption does not hold and thus we should be careful 
using TD-learning for them. 
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/ e 2 \ / e 3 

Figure 3.2: A simulated Markov chain going through states 1,2,3,4, The figure shows how 
TD-errors are backpropagated to all previous states once new states are encountered. 

occurred and how long ago they occurred, eligibility traces are used (Barto et al., 1983). The 
eligibility of a s tate tells us how much a state is eligible to learn from current TD-errors. 
This value depends on A, the recency of its occurrence and the frequency of its occurrence. 
Omit t ing the learning rate as for simplicity, V(s) ' s increment for the complete trial is: 

T 

AV(s) = X > V ( s ) 
t=i 

= ED;-W(S) 
(=1 i=t 

= EEAf~W(*) 
t=i ;=i 

= Ee'EA^V(s) 
(=i i = i 
T 

= E e^(*) (3-3) 

Where at the last step we simplified the expression by introducing the symbol lt(s); the 

accumulating eligibility trace for state s: 

lt(s)=J2^Vi(s) 
;= i 

Computing this trace can be implemented using the following recursive form: 

/ ( + l ( s ) <- Xlt(s) if st yé s 

h+i{s) <- Mt(s) + 1 if sf = s 

Thus, at each time step eligibility traces of all states decay, whereas the currently visited state 
has its trace increased. This has the effect that only states which have been visited recently 
are made eligible to learn on future examples. 
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Now the online update at t ime t becomes (with learning rate a s ) : 

V ( s , a ) e S x A do: V(s) <- V(s) + asetlt(s) 

The eligibility trace can be thought of as an attentional trace. As long as the eligibility trace 
of some state is "on" (larger than 0), this s tate will have its value adapted on TD errors of 
new experiences. The above method uses an accumulating eligibility trace: after each visit of 
a s tate its eligibility trace gets strengthened by adding 1 to it. 

3 . 2 . 2 R e p l a c i n g T r a c e s 

A different method is to replace traces when a state is revisited. Replacing traces (Singh and 
Sutton, 1996) resets the trace if a s tate is revisited: 

h+l(s) <- A/ t(s) if st ^ s 

k+i(s) <- 1 if st = s 

The effect is tha t only recency determines the eligibility trace and that frequency does not 
matter . To show the difference between the accumulate and replace traces algorithms, we 
will look at the case A = 1 and will analyze the bias of the estimators using a simple example 
following (Singh and Sutton, 1996). 

*k;pA 

Figure 3.3: A Markov chain consisting of two states (starting state A and terminal state B). 
Transition probabilities are denoted as PA and PB, transition rewards are denoted as RA and 
RB. 

Consider the Markov chain of Figure 3.3. It consists of two states; the s tar t ing state A 
and the terminal state B. In A, the transition to the next state is stochastic: a step is made 
to A and B with probability PA and Pg, respectively. The chain starts at A, we assume 
V(B) = 0 and we are interested in computing the value V(A). 

O p t i m a l va lue . The optimal value V(A) can easily be computed according to: 

V(A) = PA(RA + V(A)) + PB(RB + V(B)) 

which has the following solution: 

V{A) = ^-RA + RB (3.4) 
rB 
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R e p l a c i n g t r a c e s / F i r s t v is i t M C . Singh and Sutton used A = 1 for the analysis 

(which is the worst-case for accumulating traces — for A = 0 bo th methods perform the 

same updates) . For this value, it can be shown (Singh and Sutton, 1996) that replacing 

traces implements a first-visit Monte Carlo method given batch updates (offline) learning, 

and proper learning rate annealing. This method estimates the value of a s tate by simply 

summing the rewards received during a trial after the first t ime the state was visited. This 

means that in case of multiple occurrences of the state during a trial only the first one matters . 

For the Markov chain in Figure 3.3, the first visit MC algorithm (note tha t for this Markov 

chain, the replace traces algorithm would make the same updates for all values of A) would 

compute Vf (A) as follows given a single trial: 

Vf (A) = R(A) + R{A) + • • • + R(A) + R(B) 

for which the expectancy over all possible trajectories is (Singh and Sutton, 1996): 

PA _ R PA 

When we compare equations 3.4 and 3.5, we can see that the first visit MC algorithm computes 

a correct (unbiased) estimate. The estimate over multiple trials is simply computed as the 

average of the estimates for the single trials and thus it is also an unbiased estimate. 

A c c u m u l a t i n g t r a c e s / E v e r y visit M C . The every visit MC method computes the 

same updates as the accumulating trace algorithms for A = 1 and proper learning rate an

nealing. It computes the value V(a) for the Markov chain in Figure 3.3 as follows given a 

single (i'h) trial: 

„ , t , R(A) + 2R(A) + • • • + kR(A) + (k + l)R(B) _ w{ 
Ve(A} - ïfcTl ~ h +1 ( ' 

Considering all possible trials and weighting them according to their probability of occurring, 

the estimate after one trial is: 

E{VC(A)} = RB + R A ^ J 

Thus, the estimate for a single trial is biased, with BIAS = E{Ve(A)} — V(A) = ~RA2P(B)-

The estimate over multiple trials is computed as: 

its bias after M trials is (Singh and Sutton, 1996): 

2 PA 

V'(A) = X r „ (3-7) 

-RA (3.8) 
M+12PB

 A y ' 
and thus the bias goes to 0 when the number of trials M goes to oo. At the first glance it may 

seem strange that the bias goes to 0. However, if we have multiple trials we will get many 

different outcomes, and due to reasons of combinatorics (e.g. there are 2 possibilities to have 

in one trial 2 and in another trial 3 revisits of s tate A, whereas there is only one possibility 

to have two times zero revisits) our estimate is less determined by a single outcome with an 

overestimated probability (immediately going to state B). 

The analysis of Singh and Sutton furthermore shows that initially the mean squared error 

(Bias + Variance) is larger for the first visit MC algorithm, but that it will catch up in the 

long run. This implies tha t for difficult problems replacing traces is the bet ter candidate. 
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3.3 Q-Learning 

One of the simplest reinforcement learning algorithms for learning to control is Q-learning 
(Watkins, 1989; Watkins and Dayan, 1992). Q-learning enables an agent to learn a policy 
by repeatedly executing actions given the current s tate as input. At each time step the 
algorithm uses 1-step lookahead to update the currently selected s ta te /act ion pair (SAP), un
learning updates all SAPs along a solution-path a single time, thus moving the final reward 
for a trial one step back in the chain. Therefore it takes a lot of t ime before the goal-
reward will be propagated back to the first SAP. E.g., for learning a solution-path costing 
100 steps, naive Q-learning needs to traverse the pa th for at least 100 trials involving 10,000 
SAP-updates . Although slow, Q-learning has been proven to converge to the optimal policy 
provided all s ta te /act ion pairs are tried out infinitely many times and the learning rate is 
properly annealed (Watkins and Dayan, 1992). The Q-learning update-rule is as follows: 

Convent iona l Q- learn ing(s ( , at, rt, st+i): 

1) e't<-(rt + yV(st+1)-Q(suat)) 
2) Q(st,at) «- Q{st,at) + a(s,a)e't 

Here V(i) = ma,xaQ(i,a), 7 is the discount factor which assigns preference to immediately 
obtaining reward instead of postponing it for a while, a(s, a) is the learning rate for the kth 

update of SAP (s, a), and e't is the temporal difference or TD(0)-error, which tends to decrease 
over time. 

Learning rate a d a p t i o n . The learning rate is determined by ctk{s,a) which should be 
decreased on-line, so that it fulfills two specific conditions for stochastic iterative algorithms 
(Watkins and Dayan, 1992; Bertsekas and Tsitsiklis, 1996). The conditions on the learning 
rate a(s,a) are: 

(!) YT=i ak(s, a) = 00, and 

(2)E~=i«l(s,a)<°°-
Learning rate adaptions for which the conditions are satisfied may be of the form : a^ = i , 
where A; is a variable that counts the number of times a s ta te /act ion pair has been updated. In 
Appendix B, we present a (to our knowledge novel) proof that for i < ß < 1, both conditions 
hold. 

3.4 Q(A)-learning 

Q(A)-learning (Watkins, 1989; Peng and Williams, 1996) is an important reinforcement learn
ing (RL) method. It combines Q-learning and TD(A). Q(A) is widely used — it is generally 
believed to outperform simple one-step Q-learning, since it uses single experiences to update 
evaluations of multiple s ta te /act ion pairs (SAPs) that have occurred in the past . 

Q's TD(A) error. First note that Q-learning's update at t ime t + 1 may change V(st+i) 

in the definition of ej = (rt +jV(st+i) -Q(st,at)). Following Peng and Williams (1996),5 we 
define the TD(0)-error of V(st+i) as: 

et+l = ( rf+i +lV(st+2) - V(st+i)) 

5The difference with Watkins' Q(A) (1989) is that he proposed et+i = ( r ( + i +-yV(st+2) - Q(st+i,at+i)). 
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Q(A) uses a factor A € [0,1] to discount TD-errors of future time steps: 

Q(st,at) <- Q(st,at) + a(st,at)e}, 

where the TD(A)-error e* is defined as: 

oo 

et =e't + ^hrfet+i 
i=l 

Here we add e't — the difference between the Q-value of the current state/action and immedi
ate reward plus next V-value — to the TD(A) error of subsequent steps (computed from the 
differences between a V-value and the immediate reward plus the V-value of the next state). 

Eligibility traces. Again we make use of eligibility traces (Barto et al., 1983; Sutton 
1988). In what follows, ^(s,^ will denote the indicator function which returns 1 if (s,a) 
occurred at time t, and 0 otherwise. Omitting the learning rate a for simplicity, Q(s,a)'s 
increment for the complete trial is: 

k 

AQ(s,a) = lim ^ e t V ( « , a ) 

k k 

= lim Y,[4vt{*,a)+ £ (7ArW(s,a)] 
^ " " S i ;=A+I 

= lim X > ; r / ( S , a ) + £ ( 7 A ) ( - W ( s , a ) ] 

= \iraf2WtVt(s,a) + et^2(1X)t-ir,i(s,a)} (3.9) 
t—l i = l 

To simplify this we use the symbol lt{s,a), the eligibility trace for SAP (s,a): 

lt(s,a) = J2(j\)t-ir,i(s,a), 
;=i 

and the online update at time t becomes: 

V ( s , o ) e S x y l do: Q{s,a) <- Q{s,a) + a{e'trf (s, a) + etlt(s,a)] 

We can see that this update is done for all SAPs. This makes online updating very slow. 
Fortunately, there are methods to circumvent having to update all SAPs. One of them only 
needs 0(|A|) updates and will be presented in the next section. 

Online Q(A). We will focus on Peng and Williams' algorithm (PW) (1996), although 
there are other possible variants, e.g, (Rummery and Niranjan, 1994). PW uses a list H of 
SAPs that have occurred at least once. SAPs with eligibility traces below e > 0 are removed 
from H. Boolean variables visited(s, a) are used to make sure no two SAPs in H are identical. 
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P W ' s Q ( A ) - u p d a t e ( s t , at, r t , s t + i ) : 

1) e't <- {rt + yV(st+1) - Q{st,at)) 

2) et<-(rt + jV(st+i)-V{st)) 

3) For each SAP (s ,a) e H Do : 
3a) lt{s,a) <r- y\lt-i(s,a) 
3b) Q{s,a) <— Q(s , a ) + aetlt{s,a) 

3c) I f ( /((s ,a) < «) 
3 c - l ) H<r-H\{s,a) 
3 c - 2 ) i)isiterf(s,a) <— 0 

4) Q(s t , a t) <- Q(st, at) + ote[ 

5) h(st,at) <- 't(st>a0 + 1 
6) I f (.visited(st,at) = 0) 

6a) visited(st,a,t) <— 1 
6b) # 4- # U ( s t , a t ) 

C o m m e n t s . 1. The SARSA algorithm (Rummery and Niranjan, 1994) replaces the right 

hand side in lines (1) and (2) by (rt +jQ(st+i,at+i) - Q(st,at))-

2. For "replacing eligibility traces" (Singh and Sutton, 1996), step 5 should be: 

Va : lt(st,a) <- 0; lt(st,at) «- 1. 

3 . Representing H by a doubly linked list and using direct pointers from each SAP to its 
position in H, the functions operating on H (deleting and adding elements — see lines (3c-l) 
and (6b)) cost O ( l ) . 

C o m p l e x i t y . Deleting SAPs from H (step 3c-l) once their traces fall below a certain 
threshold may significantly speed up the algorithm. If 7A is sufficiently small, then this will 
keep the number of updates per t ime step manageable. For large 7A P W does not work 
as well: it needs a sweep (sequence of SAP updates) after each time step, and the update 
cost for such sweeps grows with 7A. Let us consider worst-case behavior, which means that 
each SAP occurs just once. Near trial begin the number of updates increases linearly until 
at some time step t some SAPs get deleted from H. This happens as soon as t > lo °fc,̂ ) • 
Since the number of updates is bounded from above by the number of SAPs, the total update 
complexity increases towards 0( |5 | |^4 | ) per update for 7A —¥ 1. 

3.5 Fast Q(A)-learning 

There have been several ways to speed up Q(A). Lin's offline Q(A) (1993) creates an action-
replay set of experiences after each trial. Computing the TD(A)-returns can be done linearly 
in the length of the history. However, offline Q(A)-learning is in general much less efficient 
than online Q(A). Cichosz' semi-online method (1995) combines Lin's offline method and 
online learning. It needs fewer updates than Peng and Williams' online Q(A), but postpones 
Q-updates until several subsequent experiences are available. Hence actions executed before 
the next Q-update are less informed than they could be. This may result in performance 
loss. For instance, suppose that the same state is visited twice in a row. If some hazardous 
action's Q-value does not reflect negative experience collected after the first visit then it may 
get selected again with higher probability than wanted. 

O u r p r o p o s e d m e t h o d . Previous methods are either not truly online and thus are 
likely to require more experiences, or their updates are less efficient than they could be and 
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thus require more computat ion time. We will present a Q(A) variant which is truly online 
and efficient: its update complexity does not depend on the number of states (Wiering and 
Schmidhuber, 1998b). The method can also be used for speeding up tabular TD(A) to achieve 
0 (1 ) update complexity. It uses "lazy learning" (introduced in memory-based learning, e.g., 
Atkeson, Moore and Schaal 1997) to postpone updates until they are needed. The algorithm 
is designed for A7 > 0 — otherwise we can use simple Q-learning. 

M a i n principle . The algorithm is based on the observation that the only Q-values needed 
at any given time are those for the possible actions given the current state. Hence, using "lazy 
learning", we can postpone updat ing Q-values until they are needed. Suppose some SAP (s, a) 
occurs at (not necessarily successive) t ime steps *i, t2, t3,.... Let us abbreviate 77' = r / ( s , a), 
<f> = 7A. First we unfold terms of expression (3.9): 

£[e'f,,' + etf>«-y] = 

f:\eW+ et
tJ24>t-W}+ E [etf + etf>t-y]+ £ [etf + e^^rf] + ... 

t - i i=i t=d+i «=i t=t2+i «=l 

Since rf is 1 only for t = t u t2, t3,... and 0 otherwise, we can rewrite this as 

e'tl+e't2+ è e ^ - ( ' + e ' t 3 + £ e ^ " " + < T ' 2 ) + • • • = 
(=(,+l t=t2+l 

4 + 4 + i t e^t + ̂  + ̂  + h E ^ + - = 

<p ( = 1 t = i f <p (=1 t=\ 

Defining At = Yll=i ei4>\ this becomes: 

4 + 4 + ^ -**) + 4 + (^ + ^ ) ( A ( 3 - A t 2 ) + . . . (3.10) 

This will allow for constructing an efficient online Q(A) algorithm. We define a local trace 

l't(s,a) = YA=I 2 % 2 ^ a n d u s e (3-1 0) t o w r i t e t h e t o t a l u P d a t e o f <3( s ' a ) during a trial as: 

k 

AQ(s, a) = lim E <*?(*,a) + l't(s, a)(At+i " A 0 (3-n) 

To exploit this we introduce a global variable A which keeps track of the cumulative TD(A) 
error since the s tar t of the trial. As long as SAP (s,a) does not occur we postpone updat ing 
Q(s, a). In the update below we need to subtract that part of A which has already been used 
(see equations 3.10 and 3.11). We use for each SAP (s, a) a local variable 5(s, a) which records 
the value of A at the moment of the last update , and a local trace variable l'(s,a). Then, 
once Q{s,a) needs to be known, we update Q(s,a) by adding l'(s,a){A - S(s,a)). Figure 3.4 
illustrates that the algorithm substi tutes the varying eligibility trace l(s,a) by multiplying a 
global trace 4? by the local trace l'(s,a). The value of <jt changes all the time, but l'(s,a) 

does not in intervals during which (s, a) does not occur. 

file://f:/eW
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Figure 3.4: SAP {s,a) occurs at times ti,t2,t3, 
the product of 4>l and l'(s,a). 

The standard eligibility trace l(s,a) equals 

A l g o r i t h m overv iew. The algorithm relies on two procedures: the Local Update proce
dure calculates exact Q-values once they are required; the Global Update procedure updates 
the global variables and the current Q-value. Initially we set the global variables <j>° <- 1.0 
and A <- 0. We also initialize the local variables 5(s,a) <- 0 and l'(s,a) <- 0 for all SAPs. 

Local u p d a t e s . Q-values for all actions possible in a given state are updated before an 
action is selected and before a particular V-value is calculated. For each SAP (s, a) a variable 
S(s, a) tracks changes since the last update: 

Loca l U p d a t e ( s ( , a f ) : 

1) Q(st,at) <- Q(st,at) 
2) S{st,at) <- A 

•a(st,at)(A -6(st,at))l'(st,at) 

T h e global u p d a t e p r o c e d u r e . After each executed action we invoke the procedure 
Global Update, which consists of three basic steps: (1) To calculate V(st+i) (which may have 
changed due to the most recent experience), it calls Local Update for the possible next SAPs. 
(2) It updates the global variables 0 ' and A. (3) It updates ( s t , a t ) ' s Q-value and trace 
variable and stores the current A value (in Local Updaté). 
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Global U p d a t e ( s ( , a ( , r t ,St+l) • 

1) Va e A Do 
l a ) Local Update(st+i,a) 

2) e't<r- {rt+jV(st+1)- Q{st,at)) 
3) et*~ (rt+-yV(st+i) - V(st)) 
4) <jt < - jXcp1-1 

5) A <- A + ettf 

6) Local Update(st,at) 

7) Q(st,at) <- Q(st, at) + a{st, at)e't 
8) l'(st,at) 4 - l'(st,at) + 

For "replacing eligibility traces" (Singh and Sutton, 1996), step 8 should be changed as follows: 

Va : l'(st,a) <- 0; l'(st, <*t) <" £ • 

M a c h i n e prec is ion p r o b l e m and so lut ion . Adding e ^ ' to A in line 5 may create 
a problem due to limited machine precision: for large absolute values of A and small <j> 

there may be significant rounding errors. More importantly, line 8 will quickly overflow any 
machine for 7A < 1. The following addendum to the procedure Global Update detects when 
ft falls below machine precision em , updates all SAPs which have occurred (again we make 
use of a list H), and removes SAPs with l'(s, a) < em from H. Finally, A and ft are reset to 
their initial values. 

Global U p d a t e : a d d e n d u m 

9) I f (vis- ted(st, at) = 0) 
9a) H <- H U {st,at) 

9b) visited(st,at) <— 1 
10) I f (</>' < «m) 

10a) Do V(s,a) G H 

10a-1) Local Update(s,a) 

10a-2) l'(s,a) <- / ' ( s , a ) 0 ( 

10a-3) I f a ' ( s , a ) < e m ) 
lOa-3 -1 ) H <- H\{s a) 
10a -3 -2 ) visited(s,a) 4 - 0 

10a-4) S(s,a) <- 0 
10b) A < - 0 
10c) </>' <- 1.0 

C o m m e n t s . Recall tha t Local Update sets 5(s, a) <— A, and upda te steps depend on 
A — S(s,a). Thus , after having updated all SAPs in H, we can set A <— 0 and S(s,a) <— 0. 
Furthermore, we can simply set l'(s,a) <— /'(s,a)</>( and <ft <— 1.0 without affecting the 
expression Z'(s,a)(^( used in future updates — this just rescales the variables. Note that if 
7A = 1 no sweeps through the history list will be necessary. 

Complex i ty . The algorithm's most expensive part are the calls of Local Update, whose 
total cost is 0(1^41). This is not bad: even simple Q-learning's action selection procedure 
costs 0 ( | A | ) if, say, the Boltzmann rule (Thrun, 1992; Caironi and Dorigo, 1994) is used. 
Concerning the occasional complete sweep through SAPs still in history list H: during each 
sweep the traces of SAPs in H are multiplied by I < em. SAPs are deleted from H once their 
trace falls below e m . In the worst case one sweep per n t ime steps updates 2n SAPs and costs 
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O(l ) on average. This means tha t there is an additional computat ional burden at certain 
time steps, but since this happens infrequently our method's total average update complexity 
stays 0 ( | A | ) . 

The space complexity of the algorithm remains 0 ( | 5 | | J 4 | ) . We need to store the following 
variables for all SAPs: Q-values, eligibility traces, previous delta values, the "visited" bit, 
and three pointers to manage the history list (one from each SAP to its place in the history 
list, and two for the doubly linked list). Finally we need to store the two global variables. 

C o m p a r i s o n t o P W . Figure 3.5 illustrates the difference between theoretical worst-case 
behaviors of bo th methods for \A\ = 5, \S\ = 1000, and 7 = 1. We plot updates per t ime step 
for A 6 {0.7,0.9.0.99}. The accuracy parameter e (used in PW) is set to 10~6 (in practice less 
precise values may be used, but this will not change matters much). The machine precision 
parameter em is set to 10~1 6 . The spikes in the plot for fast Q(A) reflect occasional full sweeps 
through the history list due to limited machine precision (the corresponding average number 
of updates , however, is very close to the value indicated by the horizontal solid line — as 
explained above, the spikes hardly effect the average). No sweep is necessary in fast Q(0.99)'s 
plot during the shown interval. Fast Q needs on average a total of 13 upda te steps: 5 in 
choose-action, 5 for calculating V(st+i), 1 for updat ing the chosen action, and 2 for taking 
into account the full sweeps. 
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Figure 3.5: Number of updates plotted against time: a worst case analysis for our method and 
Peng and Williams' (PW) for different values of A. (A) Number of updates per time step. 
(B) Cumulative number of updates. 

M u l t i p l e Trials. We described a single-trial version of our algorithm. One might be 
tempted to think that in case of multiple trials all SAPs in the history list need to be updated 
and all eligibility traces reset after each trial. This is not necessary — we may use cross-trial 
learning as follows: 

We introduce A M variables, where index M s tands for the Mth trial. Let N denote the 
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current trial number, and let variable visited(s,a) represent the trial number of the most 

recent occurrence of SAP (s,a). Now we slightly change Local Update: 

Local Upda te ( s< ,a<) : 

1) M <— visited(st,at) 
2) Q{st, at) <- Q(st, at) + a(st, a , ) ( A M -- S{st,at))l'(st,at) 

3) S(st,at)^AN 

4) I f ( M < N) 
4a) l'{st,at) < - 0 

4b) visited(st,at) <— N 

Thus we update Q(s, a) using the value A M of the most recent trial M during which 
SAP (s,a) occurred and the corresponding values of 5(st,at) and l'{st,at) (computed during 
the same trial). In case SAP (s,a) has not occurred during the current trial we reset the 
eligibility trace and set visited(s, a) to the current trial number. In Global Update we need 
to change lines 5 and 10b by adding trial subscripts to A, and we need to change line 9b in 
which we have to set visited(st,at) *- N. At trial end we reset ft to <p° = 1.0, increment the 
trial counter N, and set AN <- 0. This allows for postponing certain updates until after the 
current trial 's end. 

3.6 Team Q(A) 

This section contains a novel idea for using multiple agents with eligibility traces. Consider 
that the value function is shared by a number of agents and tha t we generate multiple trajec
tories in parallel to learn the value function. Note tha t the shared value function does not 
make it possible for agents to specialize, since the team consists of homogeneous agents. When 
we immediately use TD(A) for multiple agents, we will let the agents only learn from their 
own experiences. However, sometimes it would be a good thing to let agents learn from each 
other if they interact at some point. For example, in a soccer simulation we could reward an 
agent for passing the ball to another agent who makes a goal shortly afterwards. In principle, 
we could design value functions where the value for passing the ball would be determined by 
what happens with the ball afterwards. This makes a new kind of parallel learning possible in 
which simultaneously generated trajectories are combined to create new trajectories. In the 
following, we will not consider such general cases where agents can interact through passing 
objects or through communication, but will consider the case where two agents are said to in
teract if their trajectories cross each other. In the framework presented in this section, called 
Team TD(A), we extend single agent TD(A) by linking trajectories generated by multiple 
agents. Then, if an agent's trajectory traverses another agent's trajectory, previous steps of 
one agent will be updated on the future of the other agent. 

3 . 6 . 1 E x t e n d i n g t h e E l i g i b i l i t y T r a c e F r a m e w o r k 

The accumulate traces algorithm computes large eligibility traces for trials in which a s tate 
is visited multiple times. Suppose that some state is visited by two different trajectories. For 
one trajectory, the state may be visited a single time and for another the state may be visited 
many times. The accumulating traces algorithm will cause much larger s tate value adaptions 
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for the second trajectory, even though both trajectories may be equiprobable. Therefore we 
should sometimes be careful in updat ing a state value.6. 

A n o t h e r v i e w on el igibi l i ty t r a c e s . In principle there are many ways for manipulat ing 
the traces and we have already seen a couple of them. In the following we want to extend 
our reasoning about eligibility traces. An eligibility trace is directly related to the temporal 
distance between the time step the state was visited and the t ime step another s tate is visited. 

Figure 3.6: An example trajectory through state space. The Markov chain consists of three 
(abstracted) states A, B and C. At B, the chain can return to B or go to C. 

Have a look at Figure 3.6. We are interested in the eligibility traces. As we have seen, 
these influence the amount with which a previous state learns on the current transition in 
the trajectory. Thus , let 's just consider the sequence of states or temporally directed paths 
through state space. E.g., there can be sequences: 

A - B - B - C 

A - B - B - B - C 

A - B - C 

For these different sequences, replacing traces only effects the estimate of B and not of A 
compared to the accumulating traces. We could also reset the trace from A (to a larger value, 
e.g. in this case to A) whenever B is revisited. We could also split a sequence ABBBC into a 
tree combining the sequences: ABC + BBB or ABC + BB + BB. In these ways we would 
still learn from the transitions numbered 1,2,2, and 3 shown in Figure 3.6. We should note 
tha t by transforming a sequence into a tree and then using TD(A), the updates will in general 
not be the same for A > 0. The second tree, however, is jus t a projection of the sequence unto 
a Markov chain, assigning a probability of | to transition BB and | to transition BC. Such 
different ways of dealing with eligibility traces could help to strengthen the relationship to 
full DP techniques (or full-fledged lookahead searches). The updates become more complex, 
however. Therefore although some improvement of the learning speed may be obtained, this 
advantage may become a disadvantage due to the larger computational requirements. 

3.6.2 Combining Eligibility Traces 

A way of extending the eligibility trace framework is to allow for multiple traces. Consider 
Figure 3.7. There are two trajectories which have been generated by the same underlying 

Optimally we use the probabilities of generating a trajectory. Storing probabilities explicitly is done in 
world models. Similar effects can be obtained by storing and learning from traces in different ways, however 
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Figure 3.7: Multiple trajectories through state space. Trajectory one visits states A, B, E, F 
in that order and trajectory two visits states G, B, C, D, E, and H. 

Markov chain and we want to update all state estimates based on both trajectories. The 
simplest is to let states visited by one trajectory only learn on future dynamics of that 
trajectory. In this way, we do not use all possible information, however. If two trajectories 
meet, there are multiple possible future paths and these can be used to adapt state values. 
E.g. in figure 3.7, there is a path between state A visited by trajectory 1 and transition C — D 
visited by trajectory 2, and thus we can adapt state A's value on C - D. 

The algorithm. The algorithm uses different eligibility traces and history lists for differ
ent trajectories and keeps track of the order in which states are visited (i.e. the most recently 
visited states are the first in the list — if a state is revisited its position in the list advances). 
We will first introduce some notation: 

Hi = {s[,..., sl
n} is the history list of trajectory i and is an ordered list of all its 

visited states. 

U(si) lists all history lists of trajectories which have visited state S;. 

pred(si,Hi) lists all states which precede Sj in the history list Hi. 

The general way of connecting traces is as follows. Once two trajectories have visited the 
same state sm (i.e. they meet in sm), we traverse the whole list of states which were visited 
by the trajectories before the meeting state to connect them. Thus, after trajectory i has 
made a step we perform the following operations: 

We insert the new state sm at the end of trajectory i's history list: 

(1) If sm £ Hi, then Hi = insert(sm, Hi). 

We check which trajectories have also visited state sm. The history lists of these 
trajectories are inserted in the lists U(si) of all states s; previously visited by 
trajectory i: 

(2) VH^HiZ U(sm) ; Vs; G pred(sm,Hi) ; if H $. U(s{) then 
U(si) = U(si) U {H}. 

Finally, we check which other trajectories have visited state sm. Then we put 
trajectory i in the lists U(s) of all states s previously visited by one of the other 
trajectories: 

(3) VH^HiE U{sm) ; Vs £ pred(sm, H) ; U(s) = U(s) U {Hi}. 
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C o m p u t i n g e l ig ibi l i ty t races . Above we only described which states learn on which 
trajectories. We will now describe how their eligibility traces are computed. Each state s has 
an eligibility I'^s) to learn on each trajectory i's future steps. In the beginning, we initialize 
all eligibility traces for all K trajectories and for all states: 

Vi,Vs : l[(s) = 0 

If a trajectory visits a particular state, this state 's eligibility for that trajectory is updated 
as in the fast online Q(A) algorithm. For connecting traces, we also compute new eligibility 
traces if we insert a trajectory in the list of visited trajectories of some state. Thus , after we 
perform the operation U(s) = U(s) U {Hj}, where s € pred(sm,Hi), we also compute: 

lj(s) = l'j(Sm)iT(J^) 

Thus, all states visited by one trajectory Hi for which the eligibility trace is 0 for the 
other trajectory Hj, are assigned an eligibility trace to the trajectory Hj which is calculated 
by multiplying the eligibility trace of point sm on the trajectory Hj by {\"f)d where d is the 
temporal distance along trajectory Hi between state s and state sm. In this way, they will 
s tart learning on the future dynamics from the other trajectory. 

To make things more efficient, we traverse the lists backwards and stop once some state 
already has non zero eligibility trace on the other trajectory. If such a state is only visited 
once, we can be sure that all previous states also have a non-zero eligibility trace. If a s tate 
has been visited multiple times, however, it can be the case that it already has an eligibility 
on the other trajectory whereas the preceding states have not (see Figure 3.8). Therefore 
we only stop traversing the list backwards, if we find a s tate with non-zero eligibility which 
has not been revisited (see Appendix C for the complete algorithm). If states are revisited 
often, the procedure can still be quite expensive, since it is possible that we would traverse 
the whole list. The probability that one agent has revisited a large number of consecutive 
states is fortunately very low. 

Figure 3.8: An example of two trajectories crossing each other where we cannot stop tracing 
trajectory 1 back after noticing that state X already has a non zero eligibility trace on trajectory 
2. At the moment that trajectory 1 has hit trajectory 2 in X for the first time, X and A got 
a non zero eligibility trace on trajectory 2, and therefore B would stay without eligibility if we 
would stop in X. 

C o n n e c t i n g mul t ip l e t ra jec tor ie s . If there are multiple trajectories, things get a 
little bit more complicated. Now, if trajectory 2 meets trajectory 3, and trajectory 2 has 
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hit trajectory 1 before, we have to follow trajectory 2 and let trajectory 1 states also get 
eligibility on trajectory 3. 

Again, we first insert the new state in the history list of trajectory i: Hi = inser t (s m , Hi). 
We will now describe the recursive procedure Connect(Hi, sm, Hj) which connects all states 
visited by trajectory i before state sm to trajectory j . Furthermore it also connects all states 
visited by another trajectory which traverses one of these states to trajectory j . 

Connect(Hi, sm, Hj): 

(A) Vs,- £ pred(Sm,Hi) ; Ufa) = U(st) U {Hj} 

(B) \/Si e pred(sm,Hi) ; WHk ^ H{ ^ Hj € Ufa) Connect{Hk, suHj) 

Then we call this procedure for all pairs which include the new trajectory Hi : 
Vi/ ^ Hi G U(sm) Connect(Hi, sm, H) and Connect(H,sm, Hi). 

S o m e l imi ta t ions and the ir impl i ca t ions . There are two problems with the approach. 
(1) The Markov property is essential for the possibility to do multiple trace learning, since 
otherwise it may not be possible to "jump" from one trajectory to another. (2) The eligibility 
trace from a state visited by one trajectory on another trajectory is determined by the order 
in which the trajectories meet. However, the usual eligibility traces have the same problem 
— we cannot (efficiently) make eligibility traces invariant to the order in which experiences 
occur. 

C o m m e n t . The approach resembles the replacing traces in the manner that it deals 
with multiple crossings of trajectories. For computing eligibility traces for single trajectories 
we can use the replacing traces algorithm or the accumulating traces. We have used this in 
an algorithm based on Team Q(A)-learning which enables us to train a policy with multiple 
agents (see Appendix C). 

C o m p l e x i t y of t h e a lgor i thm. Note that the new complexity of the local update rule 
depends on the number of agents (trajectories), i.e. it becomes 0(K) for a single upda te step, 
where K is the number of agents. 

Stopping connecting the lists in the way described above may help to keep the average 
computational requirements low. When states are not revisited by the same trajectory, we 
could at most connect each state visited by 1 of the trajectories to all other trajectories. Thus , 
we could have made TK links after T steps, which makes an average update complexity of 
O(K). In the worst case states are often revisited so that we need to traverse the whole 
list backwards. Then the worst case complexity would become 0(\H\K), where \H\ is the 
length of the history list. For most problems, agents will not revisit long sequences of states 
and therefore it may be expected that the update complexity scales up linearly with the 
number of trajectories. Computationally, we do therefore not expect a large difference in the 
update complexity by learning from many independent trials or by learning from combining 
the traces. However, if we plan to use multiple agents and generating trajectories is expensive, 
there may be a big gain in using the new algorithm, since we learn more on each experience. 

3.7 Experiments 

In this section, we will describe the following three experimental comparison studies: (1) We 
compare our novel fast Q(A) to P W ' s Q(A), (2) We compare replacing traces to accumulating 
traces, and (3) We compare Team Q(A) to Independent Q(A). 
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3 . 7 . 1 E v a l u a t i n g F a s t O n l i n e Q(A) 

To evaluate the practical performance improvement of the fast Q(A) method over Peng and 
William's Q(A) we use different mazes than in Chapter 2. We created a set of 20 different 
randomly initialized 100 x 100 mazes, each with about 20% blocked fields. All mazes share 
a fixed s tar t state (S) and a fixed goal s tate (G) — we discarded mazes tha t could not be 
solved by Dijkstra's shortest pa th algorithm (1959). See figure 3.9 for an example maze. 

In each field the agent can select one of the four actions: go north, go east, go south, go 
west. Actions that would lead into a blocked field are not executed. Once the agent finds the 
goal s tate it receives a reward of 1000 and is reset to the start s tate . The action execution 
is without noise, thus the transition function is deterministic (this makes it possible to use 
larger values for A). All other steps are punished by a reward of - 1 . The discount factor 7 
is set to 0.99. 

Figure 3.9: A 100 x 100 maze used in the experiments. Black states denote blocked fields. 
White squares are accessible states. There are about 8000 accessible states. The agent's aim 
is to find the shortest path from starting state S to goal state G. 

E x p e r i m e n t a l s e t - u p . A single run on one of the twenty mazes consisted of 5,000,000 
steps. Every 10,000 steps the learner's performance was monitored by computing its cumu
lative reward so far. We must note that we measure performance as the cumulative reward 
sum, while the agent learns to maximize a discounted sum. Since all emitted rewards are 
equal, however, the evaluation criteria measure the same increase/decrease in performance. 
The optimal performance is about 41,500 = 41.5K reward points (this corresponds to 194-
step paths) . To select actions, we cannot use the Q-function in a deterministic way and by 
selecting the action with the largest Q-value, since this quickly leads to repetitive suboptimal 
behavior. Instead, we used the Max-random exploration rule, which selects an action with 
maximal Q-value with probability Pmax and a random action with probability 1 - P m a x . Note 
that this probability Pmax has nothing to do with the noise in the execution of actions which 
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stems from the environment. During each run we linearly increased Pmax from 0.5 (start) 
until 1.0 (end). 

To show how learning performance depends on A we set up multiple experiments with 
different values for A and ß (used for annealing the learning rate) . As shown in Appendix 
B, the learning rate annealing parameter /3 must theoretically lie between 0.5 and 1.0, but 
may be lower in practice to increase the learning performance. If A is large and ß too small, 
however, then the Q-function may diverge.7 

P a r a m e t e r s . We tried to choose the lowest ß (and hence the largest learning rate) such 
that the Q-function did not diverge. Final parameter choices were: Q(0) and Q(0.5) with 
/3 = 0, Q(0.7) with ß = 0.01, Q(0.9) with ß = 0.2, Q(0.95) with ß = 0.3, Q(0.99) with 
ß = 0.4. P W ' s trace e was set to 0.001. Larger values scored considerably less well; lower 
ones costed more time. Machine precision em was set to 1 0 - 1 6 . Time costs were computed 
by measuring CPU time (including action selection and simulator time) on a 50 MHz Sun 
SPARC station. 

R e s u l t s . Learning performance for fast Q(A) is plotted in Figure 1(A) (results with P W ' s 
Q(A) are very similar). We observe that larger values of A increase performance much faster 
than smaller values, although the final performances are best for s tandard Q-learning and 
Q(0.95). Figure 1(B), however, shows tha t fast Q(A) is not much more time-consuming than 
s tandard Q-learning, whereas P W ' s Q(A) consumes a lot of CPU time for large A. 
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Figure 3.10: (A) Learning performance of Q(\)-learning with different values for A. (B) CPU 

time plotted against the number of learning steps. 

Table 1 shows more detailed results. It shows tha t Q(0.95) led to the largest cumulative 
reward which indicates that its learning speed is fastest. Note that for this best value A = 0.95, 
fast Q(A) was more than four times faster than P W ' s Q(A). 

In the table we can also see that Q-learning achieved lowest cumulative reward, although it 
achieved (almost) optimal final performance. Most Q(A) methods also achieved near optimal 
performance. An exception is fast Q(0.7) which performed slightly worse. After an analysis 
we found that the learning rate decay was not sufficient to keep the Q-function always from 
diverging. With a larger learning rate decay (0.05), Q(0.7) performed as well as most other 
Q(A) methods. 

Note that we use a constant learning rate a 

environment is deterministic. 

1 if we set /9 = 0. We can use such a learning rate if the 
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Although fast Q(A) was 2 to 6 times faster than P W ' s Q(A) for the tested values of A, the 
difference could be much larger. P W ' s cut-off method works only when traces decay, which 
they did due to the chosen A and 7 parameters. For A7 = 1 (worst case), however, P W would 
consume about 100 hours(!) whereas our method needs around 11 minutes. 

Finally, we should remark tha t for stochastic environments, the best value for A = 0.5. 
For this value, our algorithm was about 2 times faster than PW ' s . 

3 . 7 . 2 E x p e r i m e n t s w i t h A c c u m u l a t i n g a n d R e p l a c i n g T r a c e s 

The accumulate traces algorithm is still used most often, although the replace traces algorithm 
(Singh and Sutton, 1996) may work better for difficult problems. Since Q(A) is not exact 
when combined with exploration (Watkins, 1989; Lin, 1993; Peng and Williams, 1996), we 
also tested resetting A (to 0.001) if an exploration action was selected which did not lead to 
an increase of the Q-value after a single step (i.e. if Q-learning would increase the Q-value of 
the SAP, we do not reset the trace). Thus, we have four methods for using eligibility traces: 
accumulate/replace wi th /wi thout resetting traces for exploration actions. 

Task s e t - u p . We use the same 50 x 50 mazes as in the previous chapter. Again we use 20 
different generated mazes. We also use noise in the execution of actions: we replace actions 
by random actions with 10% probability without informing the agent. We can view this 
noise as a change of the transition function: instead of having deterministic transitions, the 
transition function becomes stochastic. The new transition function consists of probabilities 
{0.925,0.025,0.025,0.025} of making a step towards the intended direction and each of the 
other directions. We have used policy iteration (PI) using the a priori model (the exact 
state-transit ion probabilities and reward function of the maze) to compute a solution. We 
stopped the policy evaluation once the maximum difference between state values between 
two subsequent evaluation steps was smaller than e = 0.001. The policy iteration ended 
once the policy remained unchanged after a policy improvement step. Computed over the 20 
different mazes, the optimal policy receives a cumulative reinforcement of 78.6K ± 2.OK (IK 

System Final performance Total performance Time 

Q-learning 41.5K ± 0.5K 4.5M ± 0.3M 390 ± 20 
Fast Q(0.5) 41.2K ± 0.7K 8.9M ± 0.2M 660 ± 33 
Fast Q(0.7) 39.6K ± 1.4K 7.9M ± 0.3M 660 ± 29 
Fast Q(0.9) 40.9K ± 1.0K 9.2M ± 0.3M 640 ± 32 
Fast Q(0.95) 41.5K ± 0.5K 9.8M ± 0.2M 610 ± 32 
Fast Q(0.99) 40.0K ± 1.1K 8.3M ± 0.4M 630 ± 39 
PW Q(0.5) 41.3K ± 0.8K 8.9M ± 0.3M 1300 ± 57 
PW Q(0.7) 40.0K ± 0.7K 7.9M ± 0.3M 1330 ± 38 
PW Q(0.9) 41.2K ± 0.7K 9.4M ± 0.3M 2030 ± 130 
PW Q(0.95) 41.2K ± 0.9K 9.7M ± 0.3M 2700 ± 94 
PW Q(0.99) 39.8K ± 1.4K 8.2M ± 0.4M 3810 ± 140 

Table 3.1: Average results for different online Q(\) methods on twenty 100 x 100 mazes (± 

1 standard deviation). Final performance is the cumulative reward during the final 20,000 

steps. Total performance is the cumulative reward during a simulation. Time is measured in 

CPU seconds. 
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means 1000) within 10,000 steps. The s tandard deviation is caused by the stochasticity of 
the environment. 

We tested the methods each 10,000 steps for 100,000 steps. Then we recorded the time step 
of the first testing trial in which the methods were able to collect 90% of what the Pi-optimal 
policy collected in that particular maze. A total of 1,000,000 steps were allowed during a 
run. Parameters were as follows: We compare À-values £ {0.1,0.3,0.5,0.7,0.9}, a (learning 
rate) = 1.0, ß (the learning rate decay) = 0.2. For accumulate traces with A = 0.9, we used 
ß (the learning rate decay) = 0.3, which gave the best results (we also tested other learning 
rates and decay rates, but these did not work bet ter) . We use Max-random exploration for 
all methods where the probability of selecting the greedy action was set to Pmax = 0.7 during 
the entire run. 
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Figure 3.11: A comparison between different Q(\)-learning methods. Plots show the number 
of steps before the policy collected 90% of what the Pi-optimal policy collected. Values in the 
boxes denote the number of successful simulations (out of 20). 

R e s u l t s . Figure 3.11 shows the results. We observe that resetting traces when selecting 
exploration actions is useful for making large A values perform better. Replace traces with 
resetting exploration traces achieves the most robust performance for the different A values. 
A = 0.5 gives the best overall performance. Due to the penalty states and noise we cannot 
use a large constant value for A. 

C o n c l u s i o n . Managing the traces in different ways effects learning performance. By 
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resetting traces once exploration actions have been executed we can use larger A values which 
helps to make more effective use of the eligibility traces. The speed up gained by replac
ing/resett ing traces are not so large, however. Eligibility traces are most useful for large 
environments in which the policy makes the same steps (or receives more or less the same 
rewards) over t ime so tha t A can be large. For complex environments, some more efficient 
eligibility trace management seems necessary. We want to keep A large, but this is only 
possible if experiences are not noisy, since otherwise the variance of updates gets very large, 
which causes large changes of the policy and tha t makes policy evaluation hard. More effi
cient managing would therefore try to reduce the noise in the TD-errors. This can be done 
by using sampling techniques from a single state (e.g. part ial roll outs) . In this way, we can 
return more valuable TD-updates , which allows us to send information back to many more 
s tates/act ion pairs. Another possibility is to use variable A and to detect special landmark 
states which can be used to re turn reliable estimates of future rewards. 

3 . 7 . 3 M u l t i - a g e n t E x p e r i m e n t s 

The last experiments in this chapter validate the usefulness of the novel Team Q(A) algorithm. 
We use one of the 50 x 50 mazes from the previous experiment and put multiple agents in this 
environment which share the same Q-function and policy. The agents select actions one after 
the other and after each action the global Q-function is updated. If an agent hits the goal, 
it is reset to the start ing position whereas the other agents keep their position. We use 2, 4, 
8 and 16 agents and compare the Team Q(A) algorithm to using multiple agents which only 
learn from their own experiences (Independent Q(A)). The Q(A) method we use is replace 
traces with A = 0.9 combined with resetting traces for exploration actions. 

We perform 100 experiments for which we always use the same maze (to keep the variance 
in our results small). Again we use Max-random exploration and keep Pmax = 0.7. Our 
objective is again to a t ta in 90% of what the PI-policy at tains. 

R e s u l t s . Table 3.2 shows the results of the experiments. We also performed experiments 
with a single agent. 

System/Agents 1 2 4 8 16 

Independent 98 (0.44M) 98 (0.42M) 99 (0.43M) 98 (0.46M) 99 (0.48M) 
Team Q(A) 100 (0.43M) 100 (0.43M) 99 (0.45M) J 99 (0.50M) 

Table 3.2: (A) A comparison between Team Q(\) and Independent multi-agent Q(X). Results 

show for different numbers of agents (1, 2, 4, 8, and 16) how often a policy was learned which 

obtained 90% of the optimal policy (and the total number of actions after which it was found. 

M stands for Million). A total of 100 simulations were performed on the same maze. 

System 1 2 4 8 16 

Independent 58 / 2.1M 60 / 2.1M 61 / 2.0M 65 / 1.7M 69 / 1.3M 
Team Q(A) 66 / 2.1M 70 / 2.0M 83 / 1.7M 106 / 1.2M 

Table 3.3: (A) A comparison between Team Q(\) and Independent multi-agent Q(X). Results 

show time requirements in CPU seconds / the cumulative rewards for an entire simulation. 

We note that there are no significant differences between the algorithms. The Team 
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Q(A) algorithm at ta ins the 90% level slightly more often, but needs on average more steps. 
Although Team Q(A) learns more from agent experiences — for the two agent case it makes 
73K additional connections with an average trace of 0.25, and for the 8 player case it makes 
570K connections (which equals 57% of all experiences) with average trace 0.24 — this does 
not mean that these experiences are always used to improve the policy. A reason why the 
differences are so small is tha t we reset traces which means that only short par ts of the 
trajectories will be connected. 

Table 3.3 shows the time requirements of the multi-agent methods in CPU seconds on a 
Ultrasparc 170 MHz workstation. Both algorithms require additional t ime for multiple agents. 
The reason why Independent Q(A) needs more time for more agents is due to the more time 
demanding local update rule. The computational cost of the Team Q(A) algorithm scales up 
worse. The reason for this is that connecting traces consumes some time due to the loop in 
the procedure connect. 

We can see, however, tha t using multiple agents with or without connecting traces works 
well if the number of agents is not too large, since the cumulative rewards obtained by the 
group of agents stays above 2.0M rewardpoints. The speed up of having multiple agents 
operating in parallel is linear in the number of experiences for small number of agents, bu t 
the gain becomes smaller if the number of agents is larger than 4 or 5, which is caused by the 
fact that goal-directed information is used later. 

We also used the Team Q(A) algorithm in the deterministic 100 x 100 maze with A set 
to 0.95 and without resetting traces. Here it turned out that Team Q(A) did perform slightly 
worse than the independent version. A reason could be that initial exploration was too large 
(0.5). Another problem with connecting traces is that later trajectories are connected to 
trajectories which were generated early in the simulation. This causes updates of the value 
function using old information (bad trajectories) and may therefore harm the policy. 

Discuss ion . For the maze environment Team Q(A) does not lead to improvements. One 
of its problems is that new trajectories can be connected to trajectories which were generated 
long ago by a completely different and possibly bad policy. Therefore some updates may be 
harmful. To update a specific s tate many different future trajectories are used. Some of which 
are created by better policies than others. It is hard to select on which trajectories we want to 
learn, since the influence of noise makes it impossible to learn only on the best possible future 
trajectories. This is different in model-based RL, which will be discussed in the next chapter, 
since in model-based RL we compute a new function based on single transitions which are 
always sampled from the underlying MDP. In the case of connecting traces, we use a complete 
trajectory which is not just sampled from the MDP, but uses the policy as well. Although 
there are ways to improve the algorithm, such as decaying the importance of learning from 
trajectories generated a longer t ime ago, the algorithm may in principle be bet ter suited for 
tasks where the agents cooperatively have to solve a task and where one agent is helped by 
other agents in its way to reach a specific goal. For such tasks, Team Q(A) may backpropagate 
reward to other agents which interacted with the agent in its way reaching the goal. 

3.8 Conclusion 

We have described the well known reinforcement learning methods temporal difference learn
ing and Q-learning. These RL methods learn from generating trajectories through s ta te /act ion 
space. For complex tasks in which many steps should be performed, TD(A) methods are ef-
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ficiently combined with Q-learning by our novel fast online Q(A) algorithm. This method 
implements exact updates and in contrast to previous online methods, its update complex
ity is independent of the number of states. Experimental results indicate that single step 
lookahead methods like Q-learning learn slower than Q(A) methods. This is especially the 
case in deterministic, large environments for which often the same large subtrajectories are 
generated. Therefore the fast online Q(A) algorithm is very useful for such problems and the 
experimental results showed that it can significantly speed up learning. 

The success of TD(A) approaches relies heavily on the utility of the eligibility traces. 
For deterministic environments we can use large values of A so that eligibility traces remain 
activated for a long time so that s tate values are updated using the whole future pa th . Thus , 
the estimates may more quickly converge to the t rue expected results of the Markov chain. 
For noisy environments or environments where a lot of exploration is needed, the traces are 
less effective, however. We have seen that in particular noisy maze environments, it is useful 
to reset traces whenever exploration steps are made. This makes it possible to use larger 
values of A. We have also compared replacing traces to accumulating traces and found a 
small advantage in using replacing traces. This is mainly the case for large values of A which 
can cause very large (undesirable) updates in the case of accumulating traces. 

We have also developed a new framework for combining eligibility traces in the case of 
multi-agent Q(A)-learning. The method makes it possible to adjust Q-values of s ta te /act ion 
pairs which occurred in the trajectory of one agent on the future trajectory of another agent 
if there exists an interaction point between the trajectories. Experimental results on mazes 
did not show advantages of the Team Q(A) algorithm compared to using multiple agents 
which all learn from their own trajectories. Although Team Q(A) can use experiences more 
efficiently, it has the difficulty that it should find out which previously generated trajectories 
are worth to learn from. Some may be generated by bad policies and can only damage the 
current Q-function. 

Another method of using eligibility traces was proposed by Sut ton (1995). He introduced 
TD-methods for dealing with traces on different time scales, which is a step to approaches 
which learn by dealing with the future in different ways. The decaying A-trace is also not 
necessary, we could use a variable A as well. Thus , we could try to find landmark states 
which have small variance and let trajectories backpropagate the values of such landmark 
states. However it is considered to be quite difficult to measure variance of changing functions 
without a statistical model. Therefore we will forget about eligibility traces for the moment 
and turn our heads in the next chapter to indirect reinforcement learning methods which use 
experiences very efficiently by estimating a world model. 


